INNOVATION

The Story Behind

1970s

DeRoyal Industries, Inc.

1973

APRIL: DeBusk Knitting Mills

Pete’s Original Boot
After noticing many dirty and deteriorating plaster casts, a young
pharmaceutical salesman in Tennessee created the first patented
orthopedic cast boot. That salesman was our founder, Autry O.V.
“Pete” DeBusk.

1974
FEBRUARY: STAT Medical

STAT

Pete expands the product line for DeRoyal’s first company, STAT
Medical. The organization thrives by developing unique orthopedic
supports tailored to meet the specific demands of the medical industry.

DeBusk Knitting Mills was started to support the company’s
sewing operations with its own woven materials. DeRoyal
prides itself on vertical integration.

1975-1978
Building the National Sales Force
In March 1975, DeRoyal began building a National Sales
Force. By 1978, DeRoyal had established a Patient Care
division, a Surgical division, and a Patient Protection
Products division.

BUILDING

1980s
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DeRoyal Industries, Inc.

1983

1987-89

Tenth Anniversary

Custom Procedural Trays

DeRoyal celebrated its tenth anniversary in style by completing
additions to the corporate headquarters building.

DeRoyal was the first company in the medical industry to
offer custom procedural trays on a just-in-time basis.

Throughout the ‘80s, DeRoyal initiated its first major physical
expansion with construction in New Tazewell, TN...now the largest
manufacturing campus.

In 1989, DeRoyal acquired Three-D Orthopedics and
Hospital Disposables.

Three-D

ACQUISITION

1990s
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DeRoyal Industries, Inc.

1990

1998

1200 Employees

Acquisitions

DeRoyal reaches a milestone of 1,200 employees.
Throughout the early ‘90s:

Through the late 1990s. The company purchases the assets
of Sensores Scientificos in Costa Rica to manufacture key
components of its temperature monitoring devices. The
facility is named DeRoyal Cientifica.

•
•
•

DeRoyal develops & introduces TraceCart
Royal Sterilization Systems begins
Keystone Machine Shop is acquired and named DeMedco

1992
International Expansion
DeRoyal sets up manufacturing facilities in Kells, Ireland.
DeRoyal launches a new Wound Care Division with a
manufacturing facility in R
 ose Hill, VA.

1994-96
• DeRoyal launches Royal Converting
• Acquires LMB Orthopedics
The company positions itself to manufacture:
• Textiles
• Wound Care Products
• The well-known Pro-Glide brace

During this time a consumer products division is started.

DeRoyal introduces a new
corporate logo. Mission
Statement is created...
We deliver high quality medical products and innovative
healthcare services to our most important constituency:
Caregivers and their Patients.
Our future must balance our strong entrepreneurial spirit with
a solid ethical agenda which incorporatesa passion for the
development of our employees as well as continuing, sincere
concern for our community and partners in industry.

EXPANSION
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2000s

DeRoyal Industries, Inc.

2000

2002

International Expansion Continues

•

DeRoyal expands into a leading role in the health care
waste fluid industry. DeRoyal suction and waste products
help hospitals in need of quick, flexible, and simple
solutions for fluid medical waste.

•

International expansion continues as DeRoyal opens a
new orthopedic sewing facility in Guatemala City.

•

DeRoyal expands to Estonia

•

New nursing home health product line added

•

2000 marks the year that DeRoyal purchases and deploys
new enterprise software to increase efficiency, connectivity, and
customer value.

•

Atlanta International and FlexTech are acquired for the purpose
of developing custom and off-the-shelf knee, and back brace
products

2003

DeRoyal reaches a milestone of 2,000 employees

•

•

2001
•

DeRoyal’s Carapace plaster casting facility
is relocated to Tennessee.

•

DeRoyal launches an e-business initiative
focusing on business development and
new uses for web-based tools.

•

A joint venture with DeRoyal Industrial Molding and Murray
Manufacturing begins in Lawrenceburg, TN.

Thirtieth Anniversary
Celebrating 30 years manufacturing
high quality healthcare products and
establishing a worldwide presence.

GROWTH
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2000s
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2004

2007

•

Manufacturing operations begin in the Dominican Republic.

•

•

DeRoyal begins third party logistics transactions.

DeRoyal acquires Diamond Plastics, adding to our
injection molding capabilities of procedure trays and
bowls with expansion into admission kit components.

•

A new 39,000 sq. ft. Dominican Republic patient care
facility is added.

2005
•

DeRoyal makes overnight service for any custom brace a
reality. DeRoyal’s two high-tech “fab labs” rapid manufacture
custom spinal orthosis and functional knee braces.

2008
35 Years
•

DeRoyal celebrates 35 years in business.

•

A 120,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility opens in
Guatemala.

•

DeRoyal Carapace plaster and fiberglass casting facility
is sold to BSN.

GLOBAL LEADER

2010s
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DeRoyal Industries, Inc.

2010

2013

DeRoyal acquires HT Group - expanding our in-house design,
engineering, and manufacturing capabilities for spine and
orthopedic implants.

DeRoyal Celebrates 40 Years

2011
DeRoyal announces our new tagline.
Improving Care. Improving Business.®

DeRoyal employs approximately 2,000 people in five
countries, markets more than 25,000 products in 61
countries and has more than 70 U.S. patents.

2015
DeRoyal introduces Continuum®
Building on over 40 years of providing solutions to the health
care industry, DeRoyal® brings you the Continuum® system.

2012
DeRoyal Global Healthcare Solutions, LLC., a sales and marketing
office, opens in Dublin, Ireland.
DeRoyal divests Plastics Development, Inc.,
located in Mt. Juliet, TN.

Continuum is an automated inventory control and charge
capture business solution designed to help you reduce
costs, increase revenue, and maximize clinical efficiencies
by knowing what you have in inventory, who uses each item,
and on whom an item is used.

Today and into
tomorrow...
In 2018, DeRoyal celebrates 45 years and continues
with the same entrepreneurial spirit in which it was founded. Our
mission is to manufacture quality products and to provide our
customers added value with innovative services.

